Introduction
What's it about? The contrast between positive and negative imperatives in Modern French.
Question: do positive and negative imperatives in Modern French contrast in same way as, e.g., Spanish? (In positive contexts, 'true' imperative can be used, while in negative contexts it can't, and non-imperative suppletive subjunctive/infinitive is used instead as 'surrogate'.) Answer: No.
But: they do contrast in subtly different way which shows up in presence of clitics.
Getting to the problem
Contrasting positive/negative imperatives not new: familiar from Romance (e.g. Spanish, Italian, Portuguese) and beyond (e.g. Greek, Hebrew).
Spanish: -positive imperatives = distinct imperative morphology, as in (1a); -such forms sometimes called 'true' imperatives (Rivero 1994) ; -'true' imperatives not found in negative contexts, as shown in (1b); -in negative contexts, suppletive non-imperative (subjunctive or infinitival) morphology found instead, as in (1c, d); -such forms sometimes called 'surrogate' imperatives (Rivero 1994) : non-imperative irrealis forms used with imperative/exhortative force: 
Standard assumption: presence of negation in (1b-d) prevents use of true imperative, rather than absence of negation in (1a) preventing use of surrogates.
Also: contrasting patterns of (non-subject) cliticisation: -'true' imperative in (1a) takes enclitic (unlike what's found with any other finite verb forms); -'surrogate' imperatives trivially adopt proclitic (1c) or enclitic (1d) depending on source paradigm.
Necessary (but not sufficient) condition on Spanish-type pattern: negative marker = head (rather than adverbial) (Zeijlstra 2004 Given lack of formal contrast between positive and negative imperatives (unlike Spanish), why divergent cliticisation pattern (like Spanish)?
General theoretical assumptions
V/N = drawn from lexicon fully formed, with set of thematic and grammatical features which drive all XN structure building.
Thematic features:
-V/N = associated with è grid.
-è grid = list of è roles hierarchically structured by UG-determined thematic hierarchy.
-è roles = realised in syntax in order.
-Each è role = assigned to nominal dependant via intermediary of è head: è role therefore licenses merger of èE; èE in turn licenses merger of nominal dependant in SpecèP.
Ag Th Re -Merger of èE = iterative: each è role licenses unique èE; as many distinct èEs (èE , èE , èE ) = merged as required by è grid (subset of those made available by UG).
-Topmost èP = lexical NP/VP shell: VP*/NP*.
Grammatical features: tous gets in the way.
Clitics (Shlonsky 2004)
Clitics are IP*-internal FEs: Movement of verb to cliticisation site (CliticE) triggered by need to identify non-overt dependant (pro) (which moves to SpecCliticP).
Enclisis not found with finite verbs in French, or with infinitives (cf. Spanish) or present participles because: -CliticE merges before all V's inflectional features are checked; -V therefore inflectionally incomplete at point it reaches CliticE; -condition (14a) on enclisis not satisfied; -proclisis found instead.
Enclisis found in one environment only in French: positive imperatives, as in (5b). Enough to conclude that positive imperatives = 'true' imperatives?
Imperatives
Imperative: essentially a pragmatic property. Encoded as an irrealis feature high within clause structure (ForceE within Rizzi's (1997) 'True' imperative: morphosyntactic verb paradigm, often described as defective or morphologically impoverished, e.g., lack of 'I*' features (Rooryck 1992 . So: are these three instances of unique imperative morphology enough to conclude that French has 'true' imperatives rather than non-imperative 'surrogate' forms? Watch this space!
Negation
Negation in formal French = bipartite: ne . . . pas, etc., as in (16): (16) Jean ne fume pas/plus/jamais/guère. J. NEG smokes not/no-longer/never/hardly 'J. doesn't smoke/no longer smokes/never smokes/hardly ever smokes.' Pollock (1989) : negation marked by an inflectional feature [NEG] checked on distinct IP*-internal functional head, NegE, between the inflectional heads TE and AgrE (Belletti 1990 
